
Year 1 Curriculum Letter Summer Term 

Hot and Cold 

 

As scientists we will… 

 
Investigate animals, including humans 

Identify and name a variety of animals including fish, 

amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals 

Sort animals into categories including fish, amphibians, 

reptiles, birds and mammals according to their 

characteristics 

Classify animals by what they eat (carnivore, herbivore, 

omnivore) 

Identify and name the external parts of the human body. 

Know how to link the correct part of the human body to each 

sense. 

Investigate seasonal changes 

Observe and know about the changes in the seasons 

Name the seasons and know about the type of weather in 

each season 

Work scientifically 

Ask simple scientific questions 

Use simple equipment to make observations 

Carry out simple tests 

Identify and classify things 

Explain to others what I have found out 

Use simple data to answer questions 

As geographers we will… 

 
Investigate Places 

Use maps and atlases and a globe to locate The North 

Pole, South Pole and the Equator 

Locate hot and cold areas of the world in relation to the 

Equator and the North and South Poles 

Explore the key features of India and The South Pole 

Investigate patterns 

Explore daily and seasonal weather patterns in India and 

at the South Pole, compared to the United Kingdom 

Communicate Geographically 

Know the compass directions North, South, East and 

West 

Talk about key physical and human features of India, 

including beach, coast, forest, hill, mountain, ocean, 

river, valley, weather and landmarks. 

As historians we will… 

 
 

Investigate and interpret the past 

Use sources of information to ask and answer questions 

about Robert Falcon Scott’s journey to the South Pole – 

I see, I think, I wonder… 

Build an overview of world history 

Describe key events in Scott’s journey and the impact 

weather conditions had on his team 

Understand chronology 

Sequence the events of the expedition 

Communicate historically 

Learn, use and apply words and phrases such as ‘a long 

time ago, recently, decades and centuries’ to describe 

the passing of time. 

 

 



As artists and designers we will… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over the term we will be… 

Colour mixing to paint an Antarctic landscape in the style of 

Nerys Levy 

 

Using the pointillism technique to add pattern and texture to 

a painting of an Indian elephant 

 

Using objects to create texture when printing a penguin 

 

Weaving using paper and card 

 

Sculpting using play dough and modelling clay 

As good citizens in training we will… 

 
Relationships 

Identify the members of my family and understand that 

there are lots of different types of families; Identify 

what being a good friend means to me; know appropriate 

ways of physical contact to greet my friends; know who 

can help me in my school community; recognise my 

qualities as a person and a friend; explain why I 

appreciate someone who is special to me. 

 

Changing Me 

Understand the life cycles of humans and animals; 

Describe how my body has changed since I was a baby; 

Identify the parts of the body that make boys 

different to girls and use the correct names for these; 

Understand that every time we learn something new, we 

change a little bit; Talk about the changes that have 

happened in our own lives 

As computer technologists we will be … 

 
- Programming a Robot to move forwards, 

backwards left and right 

- Using tools to programme animations 

In P.E we will… 

 
Develop our hand/eye co-ordination by rolling and retrieving 

a ball and throwing and catching a ball; holding a tennis 

racket effectively; Control a ball with a tennis racket 

effectively (rolling and hitting) Develop our agility and co-

ordination 

Practise sports day races and relays individually and as part 

of a team (running, jumping, throwing and catching) 

Our P.E days are Tuesday. Please ensure earrings are 

removed or covered with plasters, long hair is tied back 

and full PE kit is work (shorts, team t-shirt and plimsolls 

/ trainers) A sun hat would also be advisable. 

As musicians we will learn, rehearse and apply the 

skills of… 

 
Identifying comparing pitch, dynamics and tempo 

Identifying and clapping out beat and rhythm 

Creating sounds for effect 

Identifying verse and chorus 

Creating a pictorial score 

Performing a composition 

In R.E we will… 

 
 

Explore the Jewish celebrations of Shabbat, Rosh 

Hashanah and Yom Kippur. 

 

 

 



 


